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CONFESSION from Stephen Graham Jones 

 
 
When I was seventeen, I had this bad white 67 Chevy stepside, with an engine in it that had been pulled from 
a drag boat, and hundred-dollar-a-pint, just blinding-white airplane paint on it. It was a ridiculous truck, and 
everybody where I grew up knew it, and knew me by it, and we got in the usual amount of trouble together, 
yeah. But we had some fun, too.  

A bit ago, that truck showed up in one of the truck mags. My brother had pulled it from the field it had 
been left to rust in, and breathed new and better life into it. Whereas I was always laying under it, chewing 
wads of paper to stuff in the vacuum line that fed the transmission, to make it shift a bit later, he actually got 
all the parts to make it work right. No more pouring bleach on the tires or stacking parking curbs in the bed 
to make it jump off the line.  

I'm happy for it, and glad he's got it. And I hope it never gets him in those particular position it got me in: I 
was over by the gin in Midland, just cooking into town for the night, not going fast or anything, headlights 
pulled on though it was hardly even dusk -- careful, careful, don't give them a reason, but it didn't help. A 
black and white still eased in behind me, lit those blue and reds. It had happened before -- people liked to 
look at that truck, and, if you had a lightbar on top of your car, you could flash me down, get me to pop the 
hood.  

Also, though, I'd been arrested once or twice by then, too, and had various other rundowns and scrapes 
that had hardly ended well -- I was seventeen, I mean -- so I didn't know which way this stop was going to go.  

As it turned out: not any way I was thinking.  
Instead of just giving me a ticket or harassing me or warning me about the night to come, and instead of 

talking to me about the truck he used to have when he was my age, this officer cuffed me and stuffed me, like 
Rosco would have said, and then suddenly all the cops were there, as John Connor might have said. Which, 
by now, this wasn't just all that new a thing, a lot of police cars converging on me, pouring out the corn flakes 
I was eating, taking the seats apart, pushing me around, tearing this, scratching that. Just part of the game. 
Except this was a different game. Instead of jamming me up on the usual stuff -- knives in the glove 
compartment, bottles behind the seat, illegal tires, noise complaints, all that -- this time they called the 
detectives in.  

It was my first time to make it that high. And, not just any, but the homicide guys. It was for a case I'd been 
hearing about all week. A local high school girl had got killed and cut up and buried back in a cottonfield, 
and, as it turned out, I was a pretty good suspect. Same age, ran in those crowds off and on, knew those 
cottonfields, always in trouble anyway, living no place that particular, and, as bad luck would have it, my 
pretty white truck had been described as leaving some scene.  

So, insert a few hours of yelling and all that unfun -- them yelling, me shrugging, thinking this was probably 
it, and: had I even known that girl? -- but finally somebody turned a page on their clipboard, and saw that the 
person driving that pretty white truck that one important afternoon, he'd been reported as having short hair.  

Which I didn't, at the time. At least not in the back, where it counted.  
So, with the usual shoving and threats and promises, they delivered me back to my truck, which had 

somehow not got towed, and told me to be careful, that they'd be watching. But -- like they weren't already.  
So, yeah, first chance I got, I was so gone from Midland, Texas. Haven't been back in a long while, either. 



 
 

QUESTIONS from Pablo D‟Stair 

 
There’s a feeling to the life you describe here that has undertones of the world as such a particular menace—the world is 
accepted, lived in the confines of, and the absurd horror it can become isn’t even built of something rare, it’s like banal 
things just suddenly change their mind around you, give you some stabs then revert back to normal.  In what I’ve read 
of yours, I get a similar feeling to this—kind of like the people you write are folks who’ve been hit then left alone, hit 
then left alone, there’s always the sense of an upheaval is coming, the characters can either start comfortable, know a 
blow is coming, but know that then they’ll feel comfortable again, or else the characters can start already being beat, 
know they’ll be comfortable in a moment, but know that another hand’ll come down not too long after.  In your work, 
both prose and situation, you set things in the confines of peculiarity—the characters find it normal, but the reader is 
always outsider—do you think this is kind of a protective thing you have, trying to distance the invasiveness of the 
world, setting your fiction in an elsewhere (or having an Otherness part of the landscape) instead of in the humdrum 
day-to-day, a little something to keep the absurd at least at arms-length? 
 

I‟d never thought of it like that, that the upheavals are just part of the world, that the characters always have a 
sense that they‟re standing in the darkening shadow of the next shoe, but I do agree that‟s the way it is in my 
stuff. And I think that‟s largely because to do anything else just seems boring to me, like, that‟s the stuff that 
bad stories are made of.  

The good stories, though, the mother tree always has to fall down in them, doesn‟t it? I‟m talking Ender, 
not the Na‟vi, though I guess it‟s true for both. That‟s something writers are always lax to do, because they 
love their characters, don‟t want to ruin their carefully constructed world, but, without those bad turns, 
where‟s the story supposed to come from? Like—like how in Joe Hill‟s Locke & Key, say, how that evil 
dude/dudette, who goes by too many names for me to remember (I just call him/her „Puck,‟ for obvious 
reasons), when he gets the Anywhere Key back in v.1 or so (yes?), that gives him this ridiculous ability to do 
whatever bad stuff he wants to. And he definitely wants to. And, me, as a reader, I‟m then so so worried for 
these kids he‟s probably going to do evil to, and I‟m thinking this story sucks, I don‟t want this bad guy to win 
. . . but that‟s exactly where I‟m supposed to be, too.  

When that mother tree falls on the piggy planet, my heart has to go with it, and I have to—this is pure 
Robert McKee—I have to have not even an inkling how everything can be set aright again. That‟s what good 
storytelling does. That‟s where it lives, and how. And, it‟s what I‟m always at least trying to do.  

Or I guess there‟s the easier explanation: There‟s no interesting stories in heaven. For interesting stories, 
you need insurmountable obstacles. And you have to go hell for those. 

 
Since that was a long question, here I’ll be brief: Did you know that girl? And if you didn’t (and if you did) have you  
filtered her onto the page? Consciously or unconsciously, does your association to her (completely unchosen and 
uncomfortable as it was made) mean anything to you? 

 
If I knew her, I don‟t know I knew her. Probably? Maybe? But, man, I seriously hadn‟t thought of that thing 
for years and years and years—have had so much other and worse stuff happen. Just, when you asked about 
„criminal‟ stuff, I had to dig up some story that ended with me exonerated, and didn‟t make me look too 
much like the punk I most definitely was. I mean, if I‟d have been a Midland cop in the late eighties, I‟d have 
kicked me up one side of the street and down the other.  

Or if I‟d have been a Lubbock cop. Or a Denton cop.  
But after Denton I was married, have had only the usual brushes with the law, and have a lot of friends 

who are police, who have kind of given me some understanding of what it‟s like for them. How it‟s mostly 
domestic calls and stupid kids. But they‟ve also told me what it‟s like to pick up the warm spinal column of 
somebody who just got chewed up under a truck out on the interstate. And then they have go home, warm 
some chicken in the microwave, watch a show with their family like the world‟s still the same world it was 
that morning.  

I respect them. 



 

Your writing, to me, is a very particularized mix of unconscious rush (or better say unconscious certainty) and self-
conscious awareness—the words are such written words, the books such almost cognizant-of-themselves things—is this 
meta aspect something you think this event you relate (and perhaps similar events) birthed: there’s always something 
controlling every other thing, nobody can ever be fully inside or fully out? 
 

Well, that‟s what being a writer is for me, anyway. You‟re never „at‟ the party the same as everybody else, 
you‟re always pretending, are always going along with things, with conversations, with whatever, but at the 
same time you‟re . . . not above it, but it‟s like you‟re one of King‟s cancer vampires, just a dimensional click 
to the side, studying these strange „human‟ creatures, and, more importantly, sucking every last thing you can 
from the experience, except you don‟t know what‟s going to matter so you‟re trying to look at and record and 
„narrate‟ all of it at once, which is stupid, and is no way to properly „enjoy‟ things, much less respond to them 
in a way that suggests to people that you aren’t sociopathic.  

But maybe you kind of are, too. If you‟re having to fake your way through social interactions while part of 
you‟s most definitely removed, kind of cataloging, dissecting each moment as it comes, then it‟s not like 
you‟re all the way unsociopathic, is it? So a lot writers get around that impediment with drinking or drugs, 
sure. But that doesn‟t last that long.  

The other way to live, though, it‟s to understand that the proper way to „interact‟ with reality, with the 
world, with people, it‟s on the page. Because there your „remove,‟ your „distance,‟ it‟s the only proper pose. 
When I‟m writing, I‟m supposed to be the narrator, I don‟t feel guilty for being a cancer vampire, and things 
make sense. It‟s why when people ask Why I write, I tend to say something along the lines of Because I have 
to. It‟s the only way to live. 
 
 

CONFESSION from Pablo D‟Stair 

 
 
I only ever really have one good friend at a time, always been that way—I‟ll be inseparable from someone, all 
others are peripheral.  In sixth grade (hadn‟t had a friend since my previous one moved away in third grade) I 
had a friend and we‟d steal all sorts of shit—mostly snacks and VHS tapes (found the best old kung-fu 
movies on these double features we‟d steal as many of as we could) and we stole so much pornography I 
don‟t even know what to say about it.   

It‟s funny to me now to think not only of the volume, but that it was pornography—neither he nor I were 
fully functioning, yet, so it made sense maybe have a dirty mag or two, look at naked ladies time-to-time, but 
we had hundreds, hundreds of mags—pretty much every type the Crown Books carried (at least a dozen 
variety) we‟d steal a copy of each, each time they came out—and then some.   

So, we hid our stash down at the creek (a small wooded area with a creek in it, separated our neighborhood 
from the rest of the world) we‟d put as many would fit in these large plastic bags to defend against the 
elements and had a wonderful spot we buried the loot.   

It got be summertime, middle school‟d be starting up which I wasn‟t looking forward to and my friend 
started acting off—I was a sensitive sort, knew something was altering, it just wasn‟t something I knew how 
to confront.  Anyway, he started hanging out with other kids (I wasn‟t invited and these were kids didn‟t 
generally think I was too top shelf) but we‟d do our theft thing, time to time, watch movies and all, just less 
and less.   

Then one time we were shoplifting our usual score from F&M (used to be Dart Drug, a place I've 
mentioned in other confessions) but he seemed to have something else on his mind—kept saying he needed 
to steal something up in front (totally contra to our rules) and he wouldn‟t say what.  I left the store with my 
loot, he said he‟d catch me up but never did, I walked home.   

A little while later, figuring he‟d probably be hanging out down the creek, I went to see him.  I will note, I 
knew something was off, because I specifically crept—I was sneaking up on our spot in anticipation of seeing 
what was he up to—why he was lying to me:  It was because he‟d stolen cigarettes, basically, and I wasn‟t 
included.   



Watched him smoke, watched him leave, just watched the spot he‟d stood once he‟d gone.   
Then I unearthed our porno and began drowning it, sopped the fucking creek up with it, all of it—all of it.   
Couldn‟t‟ve been two hours later, friend was knocking on my door with You need to come to the creek, 

something happened.   
I played the fool.   
We stood over the Antietam creek of girlie-mags, him genuinely aghast, me playacting astonishment and 

disbelief.  We even made “graves” for a few of our favorite pictures, hung the soaking wet pages from this or 
that twig.   

We left together, but he went right home.   
If we saw each other again, it was only the once, but I don‟t remember it even being that, not as friends.  

Middle school came, I was less than a stranger to him and to everyone else an official nonentity. 
 
 

QUESTIONS from Stephen Graham Jones 

 

 
Beautiful story. And -- did he save your lungs, you think? Sacrifice y'all's summer friendship to preserve your 
nicotine cherry? And, much more important: have you made him the good guy in any of your fiction yet? 

 
Don‟t know about my lungs—my kids saved my lungs, I gave up smoking in anticipation of my first, 
cold turkey—used to smoke pack or so of Lucky unfiltered a day—or if not Lucky‟s (because I 
never cared about brand loyalty) then just whatever, unfiltered…or if there weren‟t unfiltered 
around, then whatever with filters.  Didn‟t start until later on, though, post high school.   

As to whether or not I‟ve made him the good guy—that‟s a fucking interesting question.  I was 
sad, more than anything, that I was given the cold shoulder and my reaction was a 
tad…sociopathic…I never vilified him except for the impropriety, as I viewed it, and since I‟d 
committed a trespass immediately after (and a transparent one, I mean he knew, he obviously knew) 
the thing was just a sad sense of being…dismissed, of being the spotty fruit.   

It‟s a tough question, specifically though, the sense of Good Guy, because I don‟t do that, don‟t 
write Good Guys. Honestly thinking about it, this situation with my friend is twisted and turned and 
examined all around in a lot of my stuff—I‟d say at times I make him the Narrator, which to me is 
always a “good guy” and at times I make him the direct influence, the other character.  I write the 
perceptive morality of things banging up against each other—I never entirely like one of my 
characters, never entirely chastise the other, the one set as “bad guy” because “bad guy” is only in 
opposition to the narrator‟s headspace.   

Like in i poisoned you—no one did anything wrong to the extent that Aldous‟ actions were in any 
way warranted, but that vicious, total, unconscious need to raze things to the ground—outside of 
conscious thought—that inarticulate response to feeling…overlooked is there. 

As to the Trevor English stuff, your question freaks me out…it freaks me out…because in Helen 
Topaz, Henry Dollar…shit that‟s exactly what Helen does, what I did with my friend in a way, and 
through the filter of Trevor it‟s so pathetic and ugly and derided, like I‟m writing a book tearing at 
myself, at that tendency.  Trevor‟s aloofness touches on how I felt when I saw my friend smoking—
friend wasn‟t making a good choice, certainly, but something in the absoluteness of it and that I was 
gnat to him for this other lifestyle gave him an authority I accepted, made him the winner….yeah. 

 
What's with that -- it feeling like no big thing to steal when you're precisely that age? Like you're a kid, so 
you're entitled. And, man, those VHS tapes, especially in their oversized, don't-steal-me cases, they couldn't 
have been easy to stuff down the front of your sixth-grade sized pants, at least not considering what had to be 
on the front cover. And the back cover. And the spine, and your mind. As a writer, now, do you feel like 



you're making up for all that? Not in the sense of law or reparations or buying your porn over the counter, 
but in the sense of: are you still trying to sneak stuff past the gatekeepers, you think? Not out of the house of 
fiction but into it. If so, what? 

 
Luckily, these VHS weren‟t in those big fucking boxes—not the porno sized VHS boxes with the fucking egg 
carton holders inside.  These were just VHS sized—still, it‟s absurd to me to think of my “methods” for 
stealing them and yeah I felt beyond entitled—sorry Mom, not at all your fault. 

The headspace of criminality, of thievery, of having to get what I want through some surreptitious way, it‟s 
all over what I do as a writer, whether it‟s crime fiction or not, writing or publishing.  Sneaking something in, 
sure I think that.  I mean, pathologically, really—just like I had no reason to steal so many oatmeal cookies 
and cheese balls and whatever the fuck, just kind of needed to set myself against some opposition.   

I hasten to add: against some opposition I knew was right, that‟s the thing about your question.  Writing—
not just the act, but participating in the “writerly world”—is something I always feel I‟m conning my into 
when there‟s no reason, like it‟s the only way to present my ideas.  At a deep level.   

Like when I was a kid, I did not feel like the big fucking winner for stealing those oatmeal cookies, for 
stealing those videos—I knew I‟d transgressed outside of things, was tainted, kind of an inappropriate 
presence, that my “anecdotes” would not be welcomed and, really, shouldn‟t be welcomed in the society of 
other kids or my parents or whatever.  It kept me alone as a kind of defense mechanism, probably.  And now, 
yeah, I don‟t submit, I don‟t query, I don‟t draft, I don‟t revise—I see the beautiful package of cookies or the 
Fung-fu movie of “being a writer” and I cobble up my version, my tricks to get it, try to make it seem as 
appropriate and as applicable to me as to anyone else.   

Weird.  If that makes sense.   
I am very in love with my work, I know what I do and I find it meaningful, but the same way I liked that 

lonely feeling of sitting in the dark basement watching Shaolin Temple Against Lama—then I‟d wait around for 
other people to talk about the movie, the movie they bought and know about legitimately and I‟d worm my 
way into the conversation, like my references were the same as other people‟s, like we lived even on the same 
planet. 
 
 


